Career Outcome Data & Comparisons with NACE

Note: First Destination Survey is conducted six to eight months post-graduation

* First Destination Survey by NACE
** Career Services Benchmark Survey Report by NACE

Class of 2015
97.2% Employed + Grad School  17.7% Graduate School  79.6% Employed

Class of 2014
96.8% Employed + Grad School  19.1% Graduate School  77.7% Employed

Class of 2013
94.2% Employed + Grad School  22.5% Graduate School  71.7% Employed

Class of 2012
94.4% Employed + Grad School  9.4% Graduate School  85.0% Employed

Class of 2011
93.8% Employed + Grad School  25.1% Graduate School  68.7% Employed